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Dear Parents/Carers...
Welcome to the second edition of
our newsletter this year.
It seems like such a short time since
Christmas but already the spring
term is concluding and Easter is
nearly here!

Academy
In thisImportant
issue

We said goodbye to two members
of staff this term. Mrs. O’Gorman is
moving on to work as a midwife in a
local hospital and Mr. Bashir has
joined the support team at
Prestwood. We wish them both the
best of luck in their new roles.

This term has seen a wide range of
learning activities ranging from
hiking trips and trampolining to
horse riding and farm visits!

We will look to build on all our
successes in the summer term as
the year 11s complete their exams
and look forward to their
September college/apprenticeship
courses.

Sporting events have included
basketball fixtures, interschool
football and a huge table tennis
tournament. The fixtures against
other schools have proved
competitive and have been played
in the right spirit.

I would like to wish all parents,
carers, students, staff and governors
a happy Easter. Enjoy the break and
see you all in the summer term.

Students have worked hard and
shown compassion by raising
money for people who really need
it. Our charity initiatives have raised
over £200 this term for Comic Relief.
The Student forum continues to
raise issues that affect their fellow
students around the school. They
have also implemented many ideas
to make the school even better.
They continue to be an important
voice for all.
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Paul Coffey
Head of Wendover Campus
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Dear Parents/Carers...
What an amazing spring term we
have had, as the weather and light
has improved we have had the
opportunity for the students to
spend more time outside getting
involved with Horticultural and
Bushcraft activities. The Duke of
Edinburgh course has seen a number
of students developing their archery
skills as well as getting involved with
volunteering around school and even
with a few local business. All very
valuable skills for life after school. The
summer term will offer the chance to
complete their expedition which
many are already looking forward to.
At Prestwood we have been
establishing our House system, with
some wonderful activities including
the catapult making competition; the
competitive side of the staff was
definitely shown at this event with
some teachers doing a significant
amount of homework in the hope of
securing a win.
We have continued to embed our
work around zones of regulation –
helping our students on the autistic
spectrum develop their
understanding of their own feelings
and senses by recognising how they
feel and how these feelings might
affect how they behave or respond to
others. As part of this the staff team
have been researching ways to help
students to regulate themselves with
Mr Tofte creating exercises which can
help wake them up or calm them
down depending on what works for
them.
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In this issue
We started the term with being able
to replace our old and tired gym
equipment with a range of specialist
equipment that can support our
students develop their strength and
fitness as well as helping them to
develop their internal senses and
regulate their energy levels.
We have finished the term with some
amazing achievements being
celebrated, on the 19th March we
opened the outdoor classroom which
was built as part of the community
project last year. It had the benefit of
some of the bench seating that has
been made by the KS3 classes being
added to it. The furniture is so good
that we are already receiving interest
from other schools and friends of the
school for bench orders! We have also
got the potential to build our first
outdoor classroom for a another
school and a recent visitor from
another school has also expressed an
interest, this is amazing and is a way
that our community curriculum can
now develop out into the wider
community whilst also developing
the enterprise opportunities that we
can offer and provide for the students
at Prestwood.

Here we are Wendover
and Prestwood Campus’
as one Academy
Newsletter. This bumper
issue is packed with
articles from across the
Acaedemy from year 7 to
post 16. We celebrate
antastic achievements
and wonderful examples
of outstanding work.
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Dear Parents/Carers...
On the 26th March we had the
hugely successful “Tom Bell” Charity
Dinner. Tom is one of our students
in year 11 who has aspirations to be
a top chef. He prepared a three
course dinner for 50 guests with the
help of two other students, Joe and
Josh. All the proceeds went to Tom’s
chosen charity, Diabetes UK. It was
an amazing event supported by
staff, parents governors and family
and friends of Tom’s. Tom also got
support from a range of local
businesses to provide raffle prizes
and equipment to make the event a
success. The event raised an
amazing £1000 for the charity. As a
legacy of the event we now have
other budding chefs that would like
to do the same things later in the
year.
Finally we have finished the term
with our Autism awareness week,
this has included a range of
awareness raising events as well as a
charity football match which raised
around £460.00 for the National
Autistic Society. It was superbly
supported by parents and again
was another huge success.
With each event and project we
have done over the last 18 months
the students have yet again proven
they are our strongest asset,
showing off what they can do,
organising events, bringing their
creative and ambitious ideas with
them. Our success is built on their
amazing individuality and a staff
team that inspire them and support
them to follow through with their
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ideas. They are a pleasure to work
for.
I hope all our parents and students
have an amazing Easter break and
we look forward to seeing them all
back for another exciting term.
Regards
Nick Hall
Head of Prestwood Campus

In this issue

Here we are Wendover
and Prestwood Campus’
as one Academy
Newsletter. This bumper
issue is packed with
articles from across the
Acaedemy from year 7 to
post 16. We celebrate
antastic achievements
and wonderful examples
of outstanding work.

CWANEWS
Outdoor Classroom - Contruction

In the spring term of 2018 we embarked on the building of an outdoor classroom; the project idea had
stemmed from discussions between the Head of campus and the construction tutor about how we could
create a project for the whole school to work on. We had also been asked by the student council about whether
there could be an outside teaching space for the students in the grounds for the summer months.
The designs and plans were drawn up by the students, supported by the staff, in January. The cold snap prevented the build from starting in earnest until April 2018 when the maths department got students putting
their geometry into practice marking out the area ready for the ground works to get started. The build involved
students and staff across all ages and subjects being involved at each stage from the initial groundworks to
the timber framing and finishing touches. Each week on a Tuesday students and their teachers would join the
build for a day “on the tools”. After several months of work the structure was completed and weather proof just
in time for the summer break, the Students this academic year have been working on making some furniture
to accompany the building and we have now added drainage to the structure and plan to add some water
harvesting in the future.
During the year of the build there were two very significant changes to the schools board of trustees. The first
was the very sad news that after a short period of illness our governor, Helen Perry died, later in the year our
long standing governor Peter Ward retired after 21 years of service to the school. The students’ Council thought
it would be a fitting gesture for the building to be named after them both and so on March 19th the Peter Ward
opened the new Perry Ward outdoor classroom. It has been an amazing journey which has brought the school
even closer together. The students developed some amazing skills and got to put some of their theoretical
knowledge into practice. They developed lots of skills that are important for life including communication and
organisational skills, working safely, leadership, delegation, working in a team and problem solving skills to
name but a few. All incredibly important for working life, they also discovered that Pythagoras really is important, especially if you want to make a roof!
The Perry Ward outdoor classroom was the start of our community project, we are hoping that it will continue
for years to come, other schools and organisations are already interested in us building a similar structure for
them and we have now got the makings of a skilled workforce ready for life after school.
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CWANEWS
Outdoor Classroom - Grand Opening
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CWANEWS
Wendover - Ex-Student		
This is ex-student Isaac Turner’s
first Day at university.
He is settling in well in his
engineering course and has
joined two societies.
“We wish him very well in his 4
year course “

Wendover - Year 11
‘Preparing for post-16 courses/careers”
RB is in yr 11 at Wendover, he has applied to BCA college to do a
equine course, to further his aspirations for a career of becoming a
farrier one day.
The good news is that he has been sent an assessment/interview
date, but in order for him to pass the assessment, he has to be able
to walk, trot and canter independently(!).
The assessment has been postponed to enable him to have some
riding lessons at Shardeloes Equestrian Centre in Amersham.
He has had four lessons and will continue to have 1 per week, to get
him to the standard he needs to pass his one.
He then needs further horse riding experience to access his course
at college.

Turning Futures Around
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CWANEWS

Maths - Wendover

		

						

On 14th March, all students across
both campuses took part in a series
of competitive tasks as part of
World Maths Day.
They could compete against the
computer, other students in their
class or school, or against other
students from around the world.
It was lovely to see so many
students proving that Maths can
be engaging and fun, as well as
competitive.
Awards will be given to the top 3 in
each Year Group – based on their
performances throughout the day.
The winners are as follows:
Year 5		
EC		
BE		
TB		

Year 6
RM
CC
RL

Year 7		
Year 8
EJ		 RO
AM		 PO
NP		

LP

Year 9		
SB		
MW		
AC		

Year 10
JJ
CCG
PB

I would like to say a massive thank
you to all the staff and students
who helped to make the day a
resounding success.
Mr Andy Tillman
Maths Teacher

Turning Futures Around
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CWANEWS
Prestwood Catering 		

Wendover Catering

We are starting catering
theme days.

Our Wendover Campus recently had an Environmental
Health visit and were awarded 5 star in food hygiene!.

The first event was the MEXICAN theme day on the 27th
March.

Great Achievement!!

Future days are:
24th April PIZZA & PASTA DAY
8th May BRUNCH FOR LUNCH
22th May TAKE AWAY Chippy
day
Menus will be displayed on
the main screen in the dining
room.
Watch this space....

Turning Futures Around
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CWANEWS
Year 9/10 - English - Prestwood - Autism Awareness						
Students in year 9 and 10 English have been working on improving their vocabulary through creative and
narrative writing. With Autism Awareness Week approaching, students wrote pieces about what Autism
means to them in their lives. The school is extremely impressed with the students’ ability to be self-aware
and write about their experiences. Here are a few written pieces from students:

“Autism is a struggle to deal with sometimes, but it doesn’t affect my way of living it more of a different personality of myself it can affect my day in a bad way or an good way depending on the situation. Most people
think of autism as an extremely life effecting disorder most of the time it’s nothing like that unless you have
an extreme case where it effects the brain in an worse way but it’s a lot rarer to have an extreme case of
autism. Most people don’t get affected when there diagnosed with autism due to it being with them most of
their life and it’s just an extension to their personality. Although having autism may affect you way of living
in multiple ways such as which schools you enrol or jobs you end up in but to be honest it doesn’t affect
your life as much as people say does”.
“My body is constantly arguing with my Autistic mind…”
What does autism mean to you?
“A constant state of overactive mind set. Makes it so damn hard to focus, listen, learn, and think ahead and
keep calm”
What do you want to change about the way people see autism?
“Forget it exists“

What does autism mean to you?

“To others autism it’s this horrible illness, to us it’s just always been like this.
How did you feel when you were diagnosed?
“I don’t know I don’t really remember”.

How are people with autism treated in the world?

“Being autistic is a fate worse than death to other people, they would rather an unhealthy or dead child and
risk other children’s safety than an autistic child. Although being autistic is better than being an idiot.
What do you want to change the way people see autism?”
So it isn’t treated as a fate worse than death.

“My autism makes me unique because… Everyone is unique; you do not have to have autism to be unique.
Autism means I can… Not focus and have less control over my emotions and actions.
The one thing I want people to know about autism is… Being autistic may put at a disadvantage for learning
and focusing but that does not mean you cannot succeed just as much as anyone else can.
My autism makes me a better person because… It does not, being autistic does not make you a better person, your actions and intentions do.”

Turning Futures Around
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CWANEWS
Year 9/10 - English - Prestwood Autism Awareness cont’d...						
“I am one of many people who is on the autistic spectrum and honestly sometimes it is hard.
When I got diagnosed with autism/ADHD I didn’t really think anything of it but as people explained it to me I
started to understand it a bit more”.
“I find it hard to stay focused on a majority of things and sometimes when someone tries to explain something to me I have to ask them to say it 1 or 2 times again, I absolutely hate change. If I have a different
teacher to normal I get stressed/angry or when my routine gets changed.”
“But to be honest it’s not all that bad. I have good days and bad days just like everyone else, some children/
teenagers who have been diagnosed with autism/ADHD etc. don’t get the help and support they possibly
need and it’s unfortunate”.
Luckily at Chiltern Way Academy we get so much support and time and although some of us may not show
much appreciation but I am honestly so thankful for all the time the staff here give to me! If it wasn’t for
these amazing teachers I would still be struggling in a mainstream school. When I am really trying to say is
even if you struggle with autism you are not alone! There will always be someone there to support you, just
be true to who you are and be proud!
We are all amazing
Thank you to Prestwood staff for helping me come this far in my education, it wouldn’t have been possible
without you.

10

CWANEWS

Science - Prestwood
Students from VKH and 7AM have been carrying out various investigations linked to forces this term. Not only
has this included the fundamentals of science but they have also been learning valuable problem solving skills,
working as part of a team and effective communication. In one
lesson they had to create a model tower crane capable of lifting a
200g mass at 1m without toppling over. The smiles say it all!
Horticulture: During the winter we looked at growing conditions
and the parts of a plant, the classes had worked hard to clear their
beds of weeds and get badly needed topsoil and compost dug in.
The sudden spell of warm weather at the beginning of March was
seized by VKH and 9CV as the time to plant seeds. Unfortunately
this also means that bugs, birds and other threats to the plants
have appeared and we have been looking at ways of protecting
the seedlings. The students have come up with some ingenious
ways of keeping their crops safe.
Bushcraft: 9HS are working toward the challenge of creating a
bushcraft meal, cooked on an open fire, and eating that meal with
plates and cutlery they have made themselves. So far we have
made various meals including hot dogs and pancakes using camping stoves. The students have practiced several different ways of
making fire including the use of flint and steel, and bow drills. They
are now busy making their plates and cutlery. VKH and 8CT have
been looking at the role of archery in hunting. This has proved a
very popular activity and great for encouraging focus and discipline. Students have been encouraged to think about the practice
needed to be able to hunt with a bow and how successful they
themselves may have been.
D of E: Students in year 10, 12 and 13 are now coming toward
the end of their volunteering section, having spent time supporting members of staff in the classroom, science prep room and grounds. Over lapping with this, students have elected to focus on either drone flying or
archery as part of their skills section. Each student has a personal target that they are working toward over the
term.

Turning Futures Around
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CWANEWS

7AM Prestwood
7AM have been busy this term!
Some of our highlights include
horticulture, where we have
recently started purchasing and
sowing our own seeds.
We are growing carrots, basil, parsley and more within our very own
classroom. This meant an exciting
trip to Hildreth’s where we met
members of the community, used
navigation skills and worked as a
team to manage our budget.

In food tech, we are beginning to

work more independently but still
enjoy working as a class.
We are enjoying foods from a variety of countries; we have made
Mexican, Greek, Italian dishes and
more!
We can now measure, weigh,
mix, chop, slice, fry and wash up
independently. We cook our food
as quickly as we can so we have
time to sit down and taste test as
a class.

Most importantly, our class is
gearing up to participate in
Autism Awareness week at the
end of the term. We are creating
awareness posters, resources for
the charity football match and
more in anticipation. It has been a
fantastic term so far and we look
forward to what’s to come!

In English, we are proud to have
entered the BBC 500 words
contest! The winners will be
announced in June, but participation is the most important
part for us. From start to finish,
students worked independently
to map out their ideas on our
storyboards, brainstorm, write
rough drafts, edit and type good
copies.
This is a huge accomplishment
for our youngest set of students!

Turning Futures Around
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CWANEWS

PE - Wendover
More recently we have taken
boys to football tournaments.
The senior boys consisting of RI,
AI, LRF, SS, RB, LW and JM were
victorious remaining undefeated
during the event and winning
2-1 in the final. The junior team
of LFB, AM, NP, WB and TFW
were also successful against
schools from Alfriston, ERS and
Stony Dean.
A basketball match against ERS
was too close too call as both
sides battled to victory. KB was
in fantastic form scoring 18 out
of 26 points as the match ended
in a draw 26-26.

This term the students at CWA
have been extremely busy competing in a host of competitions
and events. Four weeks ago the
annual table tennis tournament
took place. The junior event
was won by LP who beat LPet
convincingly in the final. The
senior boys event saw another
huge tournament. RL and CC
surprised all by making it to
the semi- finals but again it was
JM and AI who fought it out to
see who would be the champion of 2019. Once again AI was
successful in a closely fought
contest winning 2 -1 in games
and 11-8 in the decider.

Turning Futures Around

Next term is all about the
athletics. The students will
be working hard in a host
of events. Developing their
techniques in throwing and
jumping activities and trying
to improve times on the track.
The district tournament will
be in June and please keep
your eyes open for Sports Day
which occurs towards the end
of June.
Have a great Easter everybody and stay fit!
Regards Steve Cristofoli
Head of PE
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Science week - Prestwood
For science week this year
students from KS3 considered
where scientists worked and the
sort of jobs they did.
Students contributed to a class
discussion and recorded their
thoughts in the form of a ‘mind
map’ displaying the impact that
science has on the world around
us and the sort of careers available.
This gave rise to a task, in which
students imagined that they had
been marooned in a desert with
minimal equipment and had to
make a tower capable of elevating a radio aerial so that they
could call for help.
The students rose to the challenge and used their knowledge
of forces and materials to build
some amazing towers.

Turning Futures Around
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CWANEWS

WW2 Food Theory - Wendover					
Please see attached photos for the
visit to Milton Keynes Museum.
Students went to look at the wartime
experience as part of their World War
II Food Theory curriculum.
They learned about what foods were
available during wartime conditions
and how people had to adapt their
tastes and preferences at the time to
what was available.

ITECH - Prestwood
There has been some exciting
prototype manufacture in iTech
recently.
Students’ brief was to design
and create a working battery
powered torch, presented in a
blister package suitable to sell in
a shop or online.
Both examples featured here
were design and made in the
MakerBot 3D printers in school.
The students designed and
created the graphics for the
blister pack and mounted the
torches on the packaging ready
vacuum from the blister packs.

CWANEWS

Prestwood - Houses
This term at Prestwood, we
have divided the students into
4 houses: Ashridge, Hugheden,
Clivedon and Waddesdon. The
pupils were tasked with making a catapult. They were told
that it needed to fire a ping
pong ball. There was a lot of
secret planning, measuring
and hammering, but on Friday
8th March, all was revealed.
After a quick swap of ping
pong ball to golf ball the firing
began. The anticipation began
but there was a clear winner:
Waddesdon, taking first or
second in every round.

CWANEWS

Wendover - Music Band!						
The students of 7YD have formed a
band – the mean and moody “Zombie Hill” and have just released their
first album “Soundwave.” Please feel
free to chat to them about it, they
are very excited. Like all great bands
they occasionally have artistic differences but their tour manager Yaara
Docrat is determined to keep the
band together and performing well.

Find your ITribe
Mrs Andrews and 5 female
students from across both campuses have joined forces with
staff and students from Alfriston
school for a joint sports initiative
called Find Your Tribe.
Research has shown that girls
with ASC or SEMH often find
some barriers to enjoying
physical activity. This project is
designed to break those barriers
down and help the girls find
some form of physical activity
they can enjoy.
We are also developing our
confidence and social skills by
meeting new people and stepping out of our comfort zones
with some of the activities.
Over the next 6-8 weeks we will
meet weekly to try ice-skating,
Ringo’s, orienteering, horse
riding, Go Ape and go karting.
Watch this space in the summer newsletter for photos of us
being brave and wearing our
new hoodies, which we have
been lucky to be sponsored for,
to help define our tribe. Good
luck girls!
Mrs Andrews

CWANEWS

PE - Prestwood				
Zones of Regulations & PE:
What are Zones of Regulation?
Zones of Regulation is a curriculum
designed towards helping students
gain skills to help them regulate
their actions, which in turn leads to
increased control. Using a cognitive
behaviour approach, the curriculum’s
learning activities are designed to help
students recognise when they are in
different states called “zones,” with
each of four zones represented by a
different colour.
The 4 Zones
The Red Zone is used to describe extremely heightened states of alertness
and intense emotions. A person may
be elated or experiencing anger, rage,
explosive behaviour, devastation, or
terror, when in the Red Zone.
The Yellow Zone is also used to describe a heightened state of alertness
and elevated emotions; however, one
has more control when they are in the
Yellow Zone. A person may be experiencing stress, frustration, anxiety,
excitement, silliness, the wiggles, or
nervousness when in the Yellow Zone.
The Green Zone is used to describe
a calm state of alertness. A person
may be described as happy, focused,
content, or ready to learn when in the
Green Zone. This is the zone where
optimal learning occurs.
The Blue Zone is used to describe low
states of alertness and down feelings
such as when one feels sad, tired, sick,
or bored.
In PE this term the Prestwood students
focused on using physical exercises to
help them regulate their emotions in
class.
Students recapped the zones of
regulation before being put through
a workout that can be used anywhere
with the use of a chair or a wall.
… See pictures overleaf...

VKH - Year 7/8 Prestwood

VKH has had an amazing Spring
Term! We have been reading some
amazing novels in English like
‘Charlotte’s Web’ by E.B
White. We have greatly
improved our reading
comprehension skills by
reading and answering
questions after reading a
text as well as increasing
our vocabulary by being
dictionary detectives.
VKH has been extremely
engaged in lessons this
term. We have worked
together as a class to
learn new concepts, including factors and multiples. VKH has shown
great progress with their
social skills and understanding of what makes
a good friend. VKH has learned and
celebrated their differences and the
differences of others.
I asked them to write what
Autism means to them and
their response are in the image
below.
Hope everyone has a lovely
Easter half term break, and we
will see you in a couple weeks.

I
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PE - Prestwood
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PE _ Prestwood
Prestwood’s New Gym
In January, Prestwood was fortunate enough to have brand new gym equipment installed. The gym is
equipped with a variety of free weights, cardiovascular and weight machines.
This is a great addition to the school and will play a massive part in helping our students develop for
future life.

CWANEWS
Family Information Day - Wendover
Once again we had a very successful family Information day on
Thursday 14th March with our
best attendance yet. Thank you
to all of those who came to the
event and made it such an enjoyable and productive day.
We were very lucky to be joined
by so many agencies and staff
from outside and within the
Academy who gave up their time
to present on the day. Feedback from parents and carers
has been very positive! We run
a Family Information Day every
term and we would love any
ideas of agencies to invite or topics to cover. Please keep an eye
on our website for any updates.
Attendance
Attendance at the Academy is
steadily improving and we are
really pleased to see so many
students on the attendance reward trip each half-term for their
over 95% attendance. Keep up
the great work!
Holidays during term-time
The number of holidays taken
during term-time has significantly increased in the last two
academic years. We can NOT
authorise holidays taken during
term-time and where there
are concerns about a student’s
attendance, taking a holiday
during term time will result in a
Fixed Penalty Notice. Time out
of school equates to hours of
lost learning opportunities and
can make it hard for students to
achieve the best that they can
for their futures.

Parental Engagement
There are a number of occasions where we really value your attendance and support at school for meetings in relation to your child. This
not only informs how we work with your child for the best outcomes
for them but also gives a clear message to them about the value you
place on their education and that you are working in partnership
with the Academy to support their education. If you are ever unable
to attend a meeting please do not hesitate to contact us and we will
re-arrange it to a suitable time wherever possible.
Safeguarding
There are a number of useful websites with resources you can use
if you have any concerns about your child’s safety. If you have any
particular concerns please contact us and we will do our best to help
you and signpost you to other agencies where appropriate. The safeguarding area of our website gives you a list of other agencies and
topical information to help safeguard your children.
Laura K Lower
Designated Safeguarding Lead / Safeguarding, Welfare and Attendance Manager

CWANEWS
Transition - Wendover
The Year 8 students visited the
Wendover Library.
This was to develop their knowledge and understanding of
Library services and how they are
used by the local community.
The students learned how
cataloguing is done; as well as
some of the items that can be
borrowed, such as jigsaw puzzles,
videos and CD’s.
We kindly received some donations of jigsaw puzzles which can
be used as part of our Lifeskills
lessons. They also learned about
accessibility for different Library
patrons, such as those who are
visually impaired and the Braille
services on offer in and around
the Library.
Students were also able to
participate in activities as part of
Chinese New Year and learned
about the year of the Pig; as well
as learn about new year customs
celebrated by other cultures. This
was to develop their understanding of literature and text from
around the world as part of the
curriculum theme for this term.

CWANEWS
Wendover - Science
Earlier this term, all Year Seven
Transition classes went on a hike
to Coombe Hill as part of an Outdoor Learning lesson.
The intention of this trip was not
only to link Life Skills, PSHCE,
Art and Design curricula, but to
encourage students across classes
to communicate, collaborate and
socialise positively.
On the hike, the students collected materials which were then
used to build forts on school site
upon return. The students were
highly engaged with their peers
and the lesson.
The success of the lesson is evident by the students' continued
desire to improve their forts.

CWANEWS
Wendover - Science

All year groups had a treat this half term when Zoolab came in to show students animals that they may
have not previously encountered. See if they can tell you what each of animals are and any of their
unique adaptations…

If I stare long enough they will
do my bidding
Mwahahahahahaha

mmmmmmmm.
What student should I
wrap around next?......

Aragog is my cousin you
know!

CWANEWS
Wendover - Science

All year groups had a treat this half term when Zoolab came in to show students animals that they may
have not previously encountered. See if they can tell you what each of animals are and any of their
unique adaptations…

Did I tell you about the time I
closed down a restaurant...?

What happens
when two snails get into a
fight?
They slug it out!...
I don’t thiink they liked my
joke Dave...

67, 68, 69, 70, 71....
AAAAAAAGGGGHHH...lost count!
OK....1,2,3,4,5,6........

CWANEWS

If you are disabled or have a specific need aged 12-25 then we
want your STAMP on the way Buckinghamshire Services are
run!

Green Dragon
Rare Breeds Farm & Eco Centre
Claydon Road
Hogshaw
MK18 3LA

Thursday 11th April 2019, 10:00am – 3:00pm
The day includes: Participation activities
Animal encounters
Looking around the farm
Bring your own lunch
If you would like to attend please complete the below reply slip and return
OR email the details below
to youthspacebucks@buckscc.gov.uk
OR call/text: Emily 07786 661138

SEND Youth Forum Activity Day reply slip – Thursday 11th April 2019

Young persons name: ……………………………………………………

Age…………..

Address:…………………………………………………………
Parent/Carer’s name……………………………..…………. Contact Phone: ………………………
Contact Email (Parent/Carer):…………………………………………..
The quickest and easiest way to send a consent form out is via email (please provide a parent/carer email

CWANEWS

T Bell Charity Dinner
On Tuesday 26th March 2019 we held our first
Charity Dinner at Chiltern Way Academy Prestwood Campus. Some months earlier our Food
Technology Teacher and a very keen year 11 student had come to me to ask if Tom, and two other
students would be allowed to use the school
kitchen to put on a charity dinner for diabetes, it
was something that we have not done before but
seemed just the kind of opportunity that CWA
looks for to give our students a real flavour of
what life after school could be like.
The charity Tom chose was close to his heart following the death of his close friend the previous
year. Thomas thought this would be a fitting way
for him to generate donations for a cause very
close to his heart.

CWANEWS

T Bell Charity Dinner
Following several months of planning and a significant number of menu trials the final event
menu was set and the invitations were sent. The menu was a fine dining experience with a three
course meal offered including a meat, fish and vegan option with a choice of deserts. The event
generated a huge amount of interest, quickly filling up beyond the anticipated numbers, eventually we ended up having to split the event across two sittings. The whole event was catered for
by the student team Tom had put together, with the Food Tech teacher providing guidance and
support when necessary. There was also a charity raffle which generated a lot of interest and was
supported well by local businesses from around Prestwood, Wendover and Marlow. On the night
the event raised just short of £1500 with nearly £1000 profit being made for the charity.

Tom and his team have not only delivered a superb event but he has also inspired others to follow
in his footsteps. One of his team is already thinking about their menu to run their own event before the end of the year. It has proved to be a superb experience for all involved and creates another real life way we can offer our students an opportunity that they would not otherwise get, giving
them an advantage in the job market when they come to take their turn to become productive
members of society.

CWANEWS

T Bell Charity Dinner
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Additional Information

PL

PL

SCHOOL
WEAR

SCHOOL
WEAR

CHILTERN WAY ACADEMY
OFFICIAL UNIFORM SUPPLIER
Great Quality Uniform
Affordable Pricing
Convenient Parking
Free Delivery
Fully Stocked Shop
Our shop is located at
Unit 56, Edison Road
Rabans Lane Industrial Est
Aylesbury
Hp19 8TE
Tel:01296 488000
Email:info@the-print-lab.co.uk

www.plschoolwear.co.uk

Trutex Marl Grey Knitted V Neck Jumper 9-10 yrs - Small £18.00
Trutex Marl Grey Knitted V Neck Jumper Medium - XXL £20.00
Trutex Marl Grey Polo 9-10 yrs - Small £12.00
Trutex Marl Grey Polo Medium - XXL £14.00
FOR SENSORY NEEDS YOUNG PEOPLE ONLY
Trutex Marl Grey Sweatshirt 9-10 yrs - Small £12.00
Trutex Marl Grey Sweatshirt Medium - XXL £14.00

Available in store at 56 Edison Road,
Aylesbury and
online at www.plschoolwear.co.uk

01296 488000
www.plschoolwear.co.uk

To all Parents/Carers,
The Academy receive tickets for some of the Wycombe Wanderes
fixtures held at Adams Park.
if you are interrested in obtaining tickets, please contact the office
at Prestwood Campus on 01494 863514.

PART OF THE

High quality garment printing

